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A B S T R A C T

Virtual reality allows for highly immersive simulated experiences and interaction with
virtual objects. However, virtual objects do not have real masses. Providing the sense of
mass for virtual objects using un-grounded haptic interfaces has proven to be a compli-
cated task in virtual reality. This paper proposes using a physically-based virtual hand
with improved co-location and a complementary vibrotactile effect on the index finger-
tip to give the sensation of mass to objects in virtual reality. The vibrotactile feedback is
proportional to the balanced forces acting on the virtual object and is modulated based
on the object’s velocity. For evaluating this method, we set an experiment in a virtual
environment where participants wear a VR headset and attempt to pick up and move
different virtual objects using a virtual physically-based hand while a voice-coil actua-
tor attached to their index fingertip provides the vibrotactile feedback. Our experiments
indicate that the virtual hand and our vibration effect give the ability to discriminate and
perceive the mass of virtual objects.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Virtual Reality (VR) has significantly revolutionized simu-2

lated human experiences. VR enables an immersive virtual ex-3

perience by simulating and triggering most of our senses as if4

we are present in another environment. Notably, in VR it is pos-5

sible to see one’s own co-located virtual hands, perceive them6

as their own real hands and interact with virtual objects [1].7

However, virtual objects have no real mass, and the problem is8

including touch and visual cues that we rely on for mass percep-9

tion. The physical cues include skin stretch and contact pressure10

at the fingertips (cutaneous feedback) and proprioceptive feed-11

back from multiple muscles and joints (kinesthetic feedback).12

Grounded haptic devices can render the necessary forces for13

kinesthetic and cutaneous haptic feedback. However, their size,14
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weight, and limited workspace restrict free-hand movements, 15

making them less desirable in various VR applications. 16

Alternatively, ungrounded haptic devices (such as finger- 17

mounted or hand-held devices) can be built more compactly 18

and lighter, making them more convenient to use in a larger 19

workspace. Sensing the mass of a virtual object in every di- 20

rection needs more complex ungrounded hardware with higher 21

degrees of freedom. However, such devices require multiple 22

actuators and can limit hand and finger movements. 23

Another approach to overcome the hardware limitations is to 24

use visio-haptic illusions. These methods aim to trick the brain 25

into perceiving the mass by manipulating the objects’ visual 26

cues. For example, limiting the virtual object’s velocity [2], 27

or scaling its displacement compared to the user’s hand [3] are 28

shown to give a sense of mass to the objects. However, these 29

methods are not physically realistic or decrease the co-location 30

between the actual and virtual hands. 31

In this paper, we extend and improve our novel mass render- 32

ing method [4] that combines a visio-haptic technique with a 33

simple finger-mounted vibration actuator. For the visio-haptic 34
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Fig. 1: Physics-based interactions with virtual objects using a co-located virtual hand (the left figure) are augmented using vibrational feedback proportional to
objects’ mass and acceleration (the right figure).

part, we replicate the visual cues that humans perceive during1

a real-world hand interaction with physical objects. We use a2

physically-based virtual hand in VR to interact with virtual ob-3

jects, which results in a limit on the heaviness of the objects4

that the user can pick up and how fast they can accelerate them5

based on their mass. Moreover, we improve the co-location6

between the physically-based virtual hand and the user’s ac-7

tual hand compared to traditional methods. However, it is dif-8

ficult to distinguish between light objects using this technique.9

We complement our visio-haptic method with haptic feedback.10

The haptic actuator that renders the feedback should be small11

and compact enough to allow individual fingers to move inde-12

pendently and perform dexterous interactions. Also, we prefer13

an ungrounded device since it allows a larger workspace. One14

method to reduce the device’s size is to use haptic feedback15

that is directionally invariant to our sense of touch. If the hap-16

tic stimulus’s direction is detectable by the sense of touch, we17

need multiple actuators to render the haptic effect in different18

directions during a virtual interaction. Therefore we employ an19

ungrounded, direction invariant haptic effect to complement our20

physically-based virtual hand. We explore using a mechanical21

vibration feedback effect to achieve ungrounded mass render-22

ing for virtual objects. In our work, while the virtual object is23

in the user’s grasp, a sinusoid vibration proportional to the ob-24

ject’s mass and acceleration is played through an ungrounded25

voice-coiled actuator at the tip of the user’s index finger. An26

overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.27

When moving two objects with different mass, in addition to28

the physically-based visio-haptic feedback, users feel propor-29

tionally stronger vibration while grasping the heavier object.30

This vibrotactile feedback gives the user a clue to the net force31

acting on the virtual object. To make this a direction-invariant32

haptic feedback, we use frequencies above 100Hz. These fre-33

quencies are sensed by Pacini mechanoreceptors, which are not34

sensitive to the stimuli’s directions.35

To evaluate the proposed physically-based virtual hand and36

the vibration feedback, we conducted a user study where par-37

ticipants interact with virtual objects with different masses and38

perform virtual tasks. Using qualitative and quantitative meth-39

ods, we show that the physically-based hand gives a sense of40

mass to virtual objects, and adding the vibration feedback does41

improve mass perception and discrimination. 42

The main contribution of this work is the design, develop- 43

ment, and evaluation of a novel mass rendering method for vir- 44

tual objects using physically-based hand-object interactions and 45

vibration feedback. An abridged version of this work is pub- 46

lished at the Graphics Interface 2021 conference [4]. This ex- 47

tended version includes an expanded discussion of related work 48

on mass rendering and hand tracking, additional illustrations for 49

our user study, and an extended discussion on future research 50

directions. Also, we have a new section for analyzing the co- 51

location of our modified physically-based section (see section 52

3.2). 53

2. Related Work 54

In this section, we review research focused on interaction 55

with virtual objects in a VR environment, including studies on 56

the sense of presence, immersion, realism, and performance. 57

Then, we look at different modes of interaction in VR, espe- 58

cially grasping and interacting using the user’s own co-located 59

virtual hands and different techniques and hardware used for 60

hand-tracking. We also discuss techniques and devices that en- 61

able users to perceive the mass of an object in a virtual environ- 62

ment. These include the use of grounded and ungrounded hap- 63

tic devices, which further divide into wearable and hand-held 64

devices, and the use of visual and haptic illusions. 65

2.1. Interaction in VR 66

Interaction is an important part of an immersive virtual ex- 67

perience and increases the user’s sense of presence [5, 6]. En- 68

abling VR users to grasp a virtual object using their own co- 69

located virtual hands requires a VR system to track the users’ 70

actual hands and provide visual or haptic feedback for grasping. 71

2.1.1. Hand Tracking 72

During a virtual experience, we track the user’s hands to en- 73

able interaction between the co-located virtual hand and virtual 74

objects within the scene. Hand tracking can be achieved either 75

using a tracked VR hand-held controller or using vision-based 76

hand tracking hardware. On the one hand, using a VR hand 77

controller allows for a clear interpretation of users’ decisions 78
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since they can use buttons on the controller to perform manual1

operations such as grasping. However, In VR, they will see a2

rendering of their virtual hand grasping an object, which con-3

tradicts the proprioceptive sense of their hand pose since it has4

not changed in the real world. Although, It is possible to design5

hand controllers to mimic the natural movement of grasping to6

a degree [7]; however, holding a hand controller can limit the7

movement of hands and fingers in general nonetheless. On the8

other hand, using visual hand-tracking techniques, we can track9

the hand’s palm and individual phalanges and allow the user10

to move their fingers and palm at the same time freely without11

constraints. Therefore, creating a more realistic experience re-12

garding how the user virtual hand responds to changes in their13

actual one. Lin [1] compares using VR hand controllers ver-14

sus visual hand tracking (in their case, tracking a glove with15

markers on the hand and joints) in simple object manipulation16

tasks such as assembling puzzles and stacking objects. They17

conclude that using tracked gloves versus the VR controllers18

increased the hand’s sense of ownership and realism. Further-19

more, they show that users generally prefer hand tracking tech-20

niques even though they have better performance in object ma-21

nipulation tasks using a VR hand controller.22

Visual hand tracking is usually achieved using sophisticated23

motion capture systems such as Optitrack, which use tracking24

gloves with markers on them, but their complexity and price can25

narrow their use cases. However, nowadays, third-party add-26

on visual hand-tracking hardware, such as LeapMotion tracker,27

can be added to commercial VR headsets for a fraction of their28

price. The LeapMotion controller can track dynamic objects29

with an average error of 1.2 millimeters [8]. Moreover, Miz-30

era et al. [9] show that the LeapMotion controller is accurate31

for measuring the positions of fingertips since it tracks the pha-32

langes as oppose to joints and compared to two glove-based33

hand tracking systems, it was the only system that provided reli-34

able tracking of the thumb across the workspace, even though it35

was not as accurate in measuring flexion and extension. More-36

over, they conclude that these features make the Leapmotion37

tracker suitable for virtual tasks that require controlling objects38

between the thumb and opposing fingers distal phalanges (fin-39

gertips) such as pinch grasping.40

2.1.2. Visual Hand-Object Interaction in VR41

In VR, given the location of the actual hand, we should ren-42

der a virtual hand as close as possible to the actual hand while43

interacting with the virtual elements in the scene in a realis-44

tic manner. There are various ways to enable visual interac-45

tions between a virtual hand and virtual objects. In gesture and46

metaphor-based approaches, the interaction is based on speci-47

fied hand commands. If the virtual hand is in a grasping pose48

and near a virtual object, that object’s orientation follows the49

virtual hand as if it has been grasped by that hand. Song et50

al. [10] enables nine degrees-of-freedom control of a virtual51

tool using bi-manual gestures. Gesture-based approaches have52

proven to be robust and effective. However, they are not natu-53

ral as they do not follow how we use our hands in the physical54

world and reality; therefore, they are not suitable for a physi-55

cally realistic interaction.56

Another approach is to use physically-based manipulation 57

techniques. For example, Borst and Indugula in [11] propose 58

virtual coupling of the tracked hand to a rigid kinematic hand 59

that enables whole hand grasping. In this method, the palm and 60

finger joints of the tracked hand and the kinematic hand are con- 61

nected to the corresponding parts using linear and torsional vir- 62

tual spring-dampers. When a user attempts to pick up a virtual 63

object using the virtual coupling technique, their actual hand 64

penetrates the object. However, the virtual hand grasps around 65

the object, enabling the user to interact and move the object. 66

Moreover, since the spring damper links work based on ap- 67

plying a limited and proportional amount of force, this method 68

shares the same physical limitations that a realistic interaction 69

has. We modify this method to preserve the steady-state co- 70

location between the virtual and actual palms and evaluate it 71

for mass rendering in VR. The interactions of the virtual hand 72

are more visually realistic since it does not penetrate the object. 73

However, while grasping, the virtual hand and the actual hand’s 74

displacement might cause discrepancies between the user’s vi- 75

sual and proprioceptive senses. Canales et al. [12] show that 76

users prefer to see the non-penetrating virtual hand during ob- 77

ject manipulation tasks and have higher hand ownership levels, 78

even though they have better performance in virtual tasks when 79

only their actual hand is visible in the scene. 80

2.2. Mass Rendering Techniques 81

In this subsection, we review relevant literature on simulat- 82

ing the mass of virtual objects during a VR experience. Humans 83

can sense the mass of an object through their sense of touch and 84

vision. When we pick up and interact with an object, its forces 85

of inertia and weight are counteracted by our body, which puts 86

pressure on our joints, tendons, and muscles and causes skin- 87

stretch at the point of grip. Four different kinds of mechanore- 88

ceptors measure these kinesthetic and cutaneous forces and give 89

us a sense of how much mass the object has. 90

2.2.1. Grounded Haptic Devices 91

Grounded haptic devices are highly sought-after in tool- 92

mediated applications where precision and fidelity are essential 93

such as surgical training [13, 14]. Hand wearable grounded de- 94

vices have also been developed. HIRO III [15] is an example 95

of a five-fingered grounded haptic interface, with three DoF for 96

each of its haptic fingers and a 6 DoF base capable of provid- 97

ing high precision force feedback to a hand while it is attached 98

to each of the fingertips. The main challenge with grounded 99

devices is the limited workspace size which narrows their ap- 100

plication domain. 101

2.2.2. Ungrounded Haptic Devices 102

Ungrounded haptic devices are attached to the user’s body 103

instead of a fixed point in the room and can be built more com- 104

pactly and lighter, making them more convenient to use in a 105

larger workspace. These devices are either hand-held or at- 106

tached to the user’s fingers, hands, or body. 107

Since ungrounded haptic devices are attached to the user’s 108

body, users perceive not only the feedback force but also the 109
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reaction of any actuation on their bodies. One approach to re-1

ducing this effect is ignoring proprioceptive feedback and only2

rendering Cuteneous feedback since studies have shown that the3

human brain can still perceive an object’s weight using a limited4

set of related haptic cues [16]. Minamizawa et al. [17] intro-5

duce a fingertip mounted ungrounded haptic device called the6

Gravity Grabber that can create a sense of weight when grab-7

bing virtual objects in specific orientations. Gravity Grabber8

achieves this using one degree of freedom for shear force feed-9

back and another degree of freedom in the normal direction of10

the fingertip skin. However, since our skin can detect the direc-11

tion of skin stretch, this method cannot give a sense of weight in12

all orientations to a virtual object. The mechanoreceptors in our13

skin can perceive static shear force and its direction [18] [19],14

and it has been shown that humans can detect the direction of15

tangential skin displacement at their fingertips with 95% accu-16

racy [20]. Therefore, sensing the weight and inertia of a virtual17

object in all directions using static force requires a device with18

more complex hardware and at least three degrees of freedom,19

such as the works of Chinello et al. [21], and Prattichizzo et al.20

[22]. Such devices are mechanically complicated since they re-21

quire multiple actuators and limit hand and finger movements.22

In our method, we use one haptic actuator to render the mass of23

objects in all directions since we use sinusoidal vibration feed-24

back.25

Hand-held ungrounded devices are desirable for simulating26

interactions with hand-held tools such as a hammer or a base-27

ball bat. However, they limit the movement of fingers and the28

hand. Zenner in [23] introduced Drag:on a custom VR hand29

controller with two actuated fans, which can dynamically ad-30

just the controller’s aerodynamic properties, therefore changing31

the sensed inertia of a virtual object. Also, it can create a ro-32

tational torque if the fans open asymmetrically. Zenner et al.33

[24] introduce Shifty, a hand-held VR controller with an inter-34

nal prismatic joint connected to a weight that shifts the center35

of mass of the device, resulting in different rotational inertia36

and resistance as the user interacts with various virtual tools. In37

the work of Lykke et al. [25], users have two hand controllers38

to pick up round virtual objects (scooping), and they should39

keep their hands closer together when the objects are heavier.40

DualVib [26] is a hand-held device that simulated the dynamic41

mass and feel of a grasped container with fluids or particle-like42

objects inside it. It uses asymmetric vibration in one direction43

to give kinesthetic force feedback and pre-recorded vibration44

feedback from actual fluids and materials to synthesize their45

texture during motion. Furthermore, it uses the NVIDIA FleX46

fluid simulator to calculate the simulated particles’ mean accel-47

eration and inertial forces in real-time.48

Our work uses a single compact finger-mounted haptic ac-49

tuator, which does not limit the movement of user’s hand and50

fingers.51

2.2.3. Visio-Haptic Illusions52

In VR, simulating visual cues such as kinematic properties53

and size can affect the perceived weight of a virtual object.54

Heineken and Schulte [27] demonstrate that size-weight il-55

lusion happens in VR as well, and the perceived weight of a56

hand-held object can change based on its size in VR. In other 57

words, given the same haptic cues, a larger object in VR feels 58

lighter. 59

Backstrom [2] gives the sensation of mass to virtual objects 60

in VR by limiting the velocity of a virtual object based on how 61

heavy it is. Such constraints on the object’s movements are not 62

physically realistic. Dominjon et al. [28] show that manipulat- 63

ing the control-display ratios of virtual objects can change the 64

perceived mass in virtual environments. In other words, if a 65

virtual object’s displacement is proportionally increased com- 66

pared to the user’s actual hand, its mass is perceived as lighter 67

than it is. Samad et al. [3] utilize the same technique in VR to 68

change the perceived weight of wooden cubes. However, one 69

downside of changing the control-display ratios is that the offset 70

between the actual and the virtual representation of the object 71

increases as the hand gets further away from the initial contact 72

point. Therefore, bi-manual coordination and interaction could 73

become difficult since the virtual hand’s relative position is dif- 74

ferent from the actual hands, even if it is not moving. Another 75

general disadvantage of Visio-haptic illusions is that they rely 76

on the user to visually observe the virtual hand’s interactions. 77

This limits the effectiveness of these methods since users might 78

not always look at their hands in a VR experience. 79

Hummel et al. [29] model a hand using a similar technique 80

to Borst and Indugula in [11] and experiment on feeling weight 81

based on realistic interactions. Their hand model involves us- 82

ing a spring-damper coupling, which reduces co-location. Also, 83

their experiments use a 3D screen, and participants can see both 84

their actual hand and their virtual hand; hence, participants may 85

get additional visual feedback for mass perception, such as the 86

distance between the virtual and actual hands. Also, they do not 87

control for possible additional visual cues for mass in a physics 88

simulation environment, such as the speed at which objects fall 89

in the presence of air resistance or the way they bounce on the 90

floor after contact. Moreover, in one of their experiments, they 91

add a passive haptic feedback for grasping force; however, no 92

statistically significant difference in mass discrimination is ob- 93

served. 94

Our approach aims to give a sense of mass to objects by en- 95

abling realistic interactions with virtual objects using a head- 96

mounted VR display and physically-based virtual hand. We 97

also preserve the co-location between the virtual and actual 98

palm when the hand is in a steady-state (constant acceleration 99

of the actual palm). Moreover, in our experiments, users cannot 100

see their actual hands, and we control for additional visual cues 101

for mass perception. Finally, we complement our virtual hand 102

with active vibration feedback, which significantly improves 103

mass perception and discrimination. 104

2.2.4. Vibration Feedback 105

As one of the modalities of haptic feedback, mechanical vi- 106

brations can be used to simulate touch stimuli. In addition to our 107

work, asymmetrical vibration has been used by Choi et al. [30] 108

to simulate weight in VR. Asymmetrical vibrations are more 109

intense in one direction than the other. These vibrations cause 110

skin-stretch, and the user can detect their direction. Therefore, 111

multiple actuators are required for simulating weight and inertia 112
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in all directions. Moreover, the intensity of these asymmetrical1

vibrations is much stronger (up to 20 g (9.8 m s−2)) compare to2

our sinusoidal vibration feedback (less than 1 g).3

In the rest of this subsection, we review relevant literature4

on using vibration feedback to simulate virtual force. Kildal5

[31] uses grain mechanical vibrations to create the illusion of6

compliance for a rigid box. A force sensor measures the amount7

of force that the user is applying to the box, then the system8

creates short bursts of decaying sinusoid vibration in the box,9

which causes the user to feel a friction force as if the rigid box10

was compliant. The same vibrotactile feedback has been used11

to simulate a button press on a rigid box [32], a virtual button12

in VR [33], change the perceived stiffness of a rigid VR hand13

controller [34], creating a sense of compliance for tangential14

touch [35] and the illusion of walking on a softer surface [36].15

Vibration feedback has also been used to create motion ef-16

fects. Seo et al. [37] simulate a moving cart’s motion effects17

by adding vibration feedback to an fixed chair and changing the18

amplitude and frequency of the vibration feedback proportional19

to the simulated cart’s angular velocity.20

2.3. Summary21

Hand-object interactions are an important part of an immer-22

sive VR experience. Physics-based modeling of the virtual hand23

can offer a realistic experience and enable physically realistic24

interactions with VR objects. Moreover, using accessible and25

efficient visual hand-tracking hardware allows VR users to have26

their own co-located virtual hands. Mass rendering and grasp27

simulation methods in VR limit the hand and finger movements28

or engage users in unrealistic interactions. Our physically-29

based interaction is realistic and preserves the co-location be-30

tween the actual and virtual palms in the steady-state, and our31

vibration feedback works with a single actuator on the fingertip32

without limiting the hand and finger movements.33

3. Physically-Based Virtual Hand34

One of the goals of this paper is to explore the effect of a35

physically-based interaction on mass perception and discrimi-36

nation. There is a weight limit on objects in the real world that37

we can pick up using our hands. Our grip strength and the force38

that we can apply to a grasped object are bounded. Therefore,39

there is a limit to how fast we can accelerate an object based40

on its mass. In VR, we hypothesize that physically-based in-41

teraction between the user’s virtual hand and object creates a42

sense of mass for that object. For this purpose, we track the43

user’s hand, couple it with a 3D model of a hand, and use a44

physically-based simulation for hand-object interactions.45

3.1. Method46

We use a vision-based hand tracking system (Leap Motion47

hand tracker) to allow the user’s hand and fingers to move48

freely, providing a virtual experience analogous to real-world49

interaction.50

For modeling the hand, we consider one rigid palm and five51

fingers, each of which has three rigid phalanges. Interaction be-52

tween VR objects and the physically-based virtual hand is more53

realistic than interactions between the tracked hand and VR ob- 54

jects. For example, when grasping an object, the tracked hand 55

can go inside the object, but the virtual hand grasps around the 56

object. Therefore, we only display the physically-based vir- 57

tual hand (VR hand). To make the interactions more realistic, 58

the VR hand must be co-located and coupled with the tracked 59

hand. To achieve this, rather than a purely geometric approach, 60

we modify the physically-based method described by Borst and 61

Indugula in [11]. The physically-based coupling helps us to ef- 62

ficiently prevent unrealistic collisions and interactions between 63

the VR hand and objects. In the physically-based coupling 64

method, we associate one spring-damper to each rigid com- 65

ponent of fingers. The spring-dampers apply force to the VR 66

hand’s components to match their positions and orientations to 67

the tracked hand’s corresponding components. To achieve con- 68

sistent behavior from the physical simulation, we use a fixed 69

size VR hand. Having a fixed size for the VR hand does not di- 70

rectly influence efficiency in virtual object manipulation tasks, 71

sense of hand ownership, realism, or immersion in VR [1]. 72

The spring-damper coupling applies both force and torque
to the virtual part. The force at time t, ~F(t), is proportional to
∆Position(t), the distance between the center of the mass of the
two corresponding parts and the torque at time t, ~τ(t), is propor-
tional to ∆Rotation(t), the difference in their rotation. To prevent
the virtual part from overshooting its target position and ori-
entation, the spring-damper applies another force to the virtual
object proportional to ~V(t), its linear velocity and torque pro-
portional to ~ω(t), its angular velocity. That gives:

~F(t) = k′p~∆Position(t) − k′d~V(t), (1)

~τ(t) = k′′p ~∆Rotation(t) − k′′d ~ω(t) (2)

where k′p, k′′p , k′d and k′′d are the spring-damper coefficients. 73

These parameters, are set during the preliminary experiments to 74

ensure that the VR hand is responsive and closely and smoothly 75

follows the actual hand and can pick up virtual mass up to 4kg. 76

If we use a similar spring-damper to couple the palms, when 77

the user holds an object using the VR hand, the distance be- 78

tween the VR hand and the actual hand increases until the 79

spring-dampers’ forces equal the weight of the VR hand and 80

the object that it is holding. This causes a discrepancy between 81

the visual and the proprioceptive sense. To solve this problem, 82

we introduce an additional term in the spring-damper for the 83

palms: 84

~FPalm(t) = k′p~∆Position(t) − k′d~V(t) + k′i
t∑

j=0

~∆Position( j), (3)

~τPalm(t) = k′′p ~∆Rotation(t) − k′′d ~ω(t) + k′′i
t∑

j=0

~∆Rotation( j) (4)

where k′i and k′′i are spring-damper coefficients. The added 85

summation term applies force and torque proportional to the 86

accumulation of ~∆Position(t) and ~∆Rotation(t) over time. There- 87

fore, when the user holds an object, ~FPalm(t) and ~τPalm(t) in- 88

crease until the virtual palm’s orientation and position match 89
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Fig. 2: Demonstrating the effect of adding the error summation term to the vir-
tual coupling between the palms while keeping the hand steady. The orange
lines show the angular difference, |∆Rot(t)|, and position difference, |∆Pos(t)|,
between the actual and the virtual palm using the additional summation term.
The purple line shows the likewise data for the standard spring-damper cou-
pling. For reference, we also plot the simultaneous linear, | ~V(t)|, and angular,
| ~ω(t)|, speed of the actual hand.

the tracked hand palm in the steady-state. k′i and k′′i are set dur-1

ing the preliminary experiments so that position and orientation2

of the coupled palms quickly match when the hand is not ac-3

celerating. Also, k′p, k′′p , k′d and k′′d are set independently for the4

palm compared to the phalanges since it has different physical5

properties.6

3.2. Analyzing Co-location7

To demonstrate the effect of the error summation term, we8

ran an experiment and recorded the position and rotation differ-9

ences of the actual and virtual palms during three different hand10

movements and interactions performed by a user. We use the11

euclidean distance between the center of the palms to measure12

the position error and the angle in the axis-angle representation13

of the rotation between the corresponding palms as the rotation14

error. To keep the comparison as fair as possible, we first record15

the hand tracker data for each of these movements. Afterward,16

we reset the simulation scene and use the recorded data instead17

of reading from the hand tracker and log the position and rota-18

tion error once with the error summation term and once without19

it.20

For the first movement, the user tries to hold their hand in21

front of themselves as steady as possible while not holding or22

touching any objects (Fig 2). Without the summation term, the23

virtual hand drops around 1.15cm below the actual hand. Also,24

it tilts forward around 8 degrees due to the weight of the fin-25

gers in front of the palm. However, with the summation term,26

the position and rotation errors are much smaller. The second27

movement involves the user continuously moving their hand to28

Fig. 3: Demonstrating the effect of adding the error summation term to the
virtual coupling between the palms while moving the hand to left and right.
The orange lines show the angular difference, |∆Rot(t)|, and position difference,
|∆Pos(t)|, between the actual and the virtual palm using the additional sum-
mation term. The purple line shows the likewise data for the standard spring-
damper coupling. For reference, we also plot the simultaneous linear, | ~V(t)|,
and angular, | ~ω(t)|, speed of the actual hand.

Fig. 4: Demonstrating the effect of adding the error summation term to the
virtual coupling between the palms while picking up and then dropping a vir-
tual object. The orange lines show the angular difference, |∆Rot(t)|, and po-
sition difference, |∆Pos(t)|, between the actual and the virtual palm using the
additional summation term. The purple line shows the likewise data for the
standard spring-damper coupling. For reference, we also plot the simultaneous
linear, | ~V(t)|, and angular, | ~ω(t)|, speed of the actual hand.
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(a) Hand with a weak grip. (b) Hand with a strong grip.

(c) VR hand with a weak grip. (d) VR hand with a strong grip.

Fig. 5: A weak and a strong virtual grip and the corresponding actual hands.

the left and right arbitrarily without holding an object. As Fig.1

3 demonstrates, the error summation term improves the position2

and rotation difference between the coupled palm. However, the3

effect is less noticeable than when the hand was steady because4

of the dynamic movements and change in the hand’s accelera-5

tion. Finally, in the third movement, the hand is interacting with6

a virtual object. More precisely, the user’s hand is initially hov-7

ering above an object, then they pick the object up and drops it8

after a moment (Fig. 4). At t = 0, the hand moves toward the9

object and has not picked it up yet. During this time, the po-10

sition and rotation difference is less when the error summation11

term is active. However, just as the hand picks up the object,12

the standard coupling performs better for a tenth of a second.13

Afterward, as the user is holding the object, the modified cou-14

pling outperforms the standard coupling. However, at around15

t = 1.4, as the user is dropping the object, the modified cou-16

pling momentarily slightly underperform compared to the stan-17

dard coupling in matching the rotations; but, it performs better18

in matching the positions. Finally, after the object is dropped,19

the modified couple quickly outperforms the standard coupling20

in reducing both position and rotation error.21

Overall, our experiments show that adding the error sum-22

mation term to the virtual coupling connecting the actual and23

virtual palms improves the co-location in most scenarios. The24

only period where it does not improve it, even slightly under-25

performs, is the moments where the hand comes in and out of26

contact with a virtual object.27

3.3. Limitations28

Using a physically-based virtual hand should give a sense of29

mass perception and allow mass discrimination between virtual30

objects. However, we suspect that this claim is stronger in some31

scenarios and weaker in others. While grasping and moving a32

light object, the spring-damper forces counteract the force of33

gravity and inertia on the object. Therefore, using our virtual 34

hand, if a user grasps an object with a low virtual mass, they can 35

easily pick it up and quickly move it around the workspace with 36

high acceleration without it coming out of their grip. However, 37

for a heavier object, the user can still pick it up, but they have to 38

increase their effort, such as using more fingers for grasping or 39

closing their grip further so spring-dampers would apply more 40

force on the object (Fig. 5). Also, it is not possible to accelerate 41

it as fast as lighter objects since the inertial forces are higher 42

and can overcome the spring-dampers in the virtual hand and 43

open the virtual grasp. Depending on the spring dampers’ coef- 44

ficients, after a certain point in mass, it would be really difficult 45

or eventually impossible for the user to move or pick up the 46

object. We hypothesize that the limit on how fast the user can 47

accelerate the virtual object in hand and how challenging it is to 48

pick it up gives the user a sense of the virtual object’s mass and 49

enable them to discriminate two objects based on their mass. 50

However, using this technique, it is hard to perceive the differ- 51

ence in mass between two light objects (<1kg) since it would 52

be almost effortless to pick both of them up off the ground and 53

move them quickly without dropping them. To overcome this 54

problem, we introduce a vibration feedback effect to comple- 55

ment our VR hand. 56

4. Vibrotactile Feedback 57

In day-to-day physical interactions with real-world objects, 58

we can feel the object’s mass and compare it to other heavier or 59

lighter objects through our sense of touch. Virtual experiences 60

that do not provide haptic feedback lack realism compared to 61

real-world experiences. One of the modalities of haptic feed- 62

back is vibrotactile feedback in the form of mechanical waves 63

or vibrations. 64

Our goal is to complement the VR hand in giving the user a 65

perception of an object’s mass by communicating the net force 66

they apply to the object. To achieve this without limiting the 67

hand and finger movements, we use one actuator to render our 68

haptic feedback. We use sinusoidal vibration feedback with a 69

frequency range between 100Hz and 150Hz, making it perceiv- 70

able only by the Pacini mechanoreceptors in the fingertip skin. 71

The Pacini mechanoreceptors cannot detect the direction of the 72

mechanical waves; therefore, only one actuator is sufficient to 73

render our haptic feedback in all directions. 74

4.1. Method 75

We strap a VCA (voice-coil actuator) to the fingertip of the 76

index finger. We chose the index finger because it has a criti- 77

cal role in picking up objects with a pinch grasp. Other fingers, 78

such as the thumb and the middle finger, can have an important 79

role in grasping as well; However, attaching voice-coil actua- 80

tors to multiple fingers limits the relative movement of finger- 81

tips and manual dexterity. 82

While a user grasps an object, we render the vibration feed-
back O(t) with frequency O(t)F . The amplitude of O(t) is pro-
portional to the object’s mass M and acceleration A(t). This
results:

O(t) = αMA(t)sin(2πtO(t)F), (5)
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Fig. 6: The unfiltered velocity for a virtual object, VUF (t), versus its filtered
velocity, V(t), during a shaking movement.

where α is a scaling constant to control the range for the vi-
bration energy perceived by the user. The vibration feedback
should be only strong enough so that users can perceive the vi-
bration when slowly moving the lightest weight in the scene.
The value of α also depends on the hardware components of
the haptic chain, such as the signal amplifier and the haptic ac-
tuator. For our setup, we set the α value in a way that, if the
user accelerates a 1kg object at 1 g, the measured vibration at
the fingertip is on average 0.32g, which allows users to perceive
the vibration feedback when slowly moving the lightest weight
(0.25kg) in our experiments. The frequency of the output signal
O(t)F dynamically changes from 100Hz to 150Hz based on the
velocity of the virtual object V(t), that gives:

O(t)F = max(150, 100
|V(t)| + 2

2
), (6)

where at speeds near zero, the signal’s frequency is 100Hz, and1

as the speed increases to about one m/s, it goes up to 150Hz.2

To ensure a smooth vibration signal, we apply a second-order3

Butterworth lowpass filter tuned to a sample rate of 1000Hz and4

corner frequency of 20Hz (i.e., -3db amplification at 20Hz) to5

the velocity data. We use the filter to calculate the low passed6

velocity of the virtual object, V(t), based on its unfiltered veloc-7

ity, VUF(t) (Fig. 6).8

We set the signal’s amplitude proportional to MA(t) which,9

according to Newton’s second law of motion, represents the net10

force acting on the virtual object. In our method, we ignore bal-11

anced or counteracted forces acting on an object since the coun-12

teracted forces from grasping can be similar between a light and13

a heavy object. As an example, we can grip a light object just14

as hard as a heavier one.15

During a virtual experience, the voice-coil actuator is always16

strapped to the user’s index fingertip. However, the vibration17

feedback renders only when the user’s virtual hand grasps a18

virtual object and not during their free-hand motions in the19

scene. To detect if the user is grasping a virtual object, we20

check whether the virtual object is off the ground and touching21

the virtual hand’s palm and the distal joint of the thumb, index,22

or middle finger. If grasping is detected, the vibration feedback23

is rendered for the user through the voice coil actuator.24

Whenever the system detects that the user is no longer grasp-25

ing a virtual object, the vibration feedback rendering stops.26

However, in a physical simulation, even when the user is grasp-27

ing the object, the hand parts may momentarily lose contact28

with the virtual object for a few cycles, and this might cause29
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Fig. 7: The output voltage of the vibration feedback for two virtual objects with
mass values 0.5kg, O1(t), and 1kg, O2(t), during an arbitrary shaking movement
with acceleration, A(t) , and velocity V(t).

on/off pulses in our vibration feedback. To avoid these impulse 30

noises in our signal, we stop the vibration feedback after no 31

grasping is detected for ten milliseconds. 32

4.2. Vibration Feedback for Improving Mass Perception 33

When the user picks two virtual objects with different mass 34

values and moves them around the scene with the same motion, 35

the vibration effect is more substantial for the heavier object 36

than the lighter object, proportional to their mass difference. In 37

other words, the user feels more energetic mechanical vibra- 38

tions on their skin when interacting with a heavier object. We 39

suspect users perceive these vibrations as a resistance force to 40

acceleration (similar to the force of inertia), which leads them 41

to perceive the mass of virtual objects. 42

The limitation of the physically-based hand is that if we take 43

two light virtual objects such that one object is twice as heavy 44

as the other, it would be difficult to perceive the mass differ- 45

ence since both masses are well within the threshold of what 46

the virtual hand can grasp and move around in the VR scene. 47

However, with the presented vibration feedback, the vibration 48

at the user’s skin for the heavier object has twice the amplitude 49

(Fig. 7). As a result, we expect that the user perceives the mass 50

difference between the objects based on the vibration feedback. 51

5. Evaluation 52

We evaluate our VR mass rendering techniques and ver- 53

ify our claims using both qualitative and quantitative measure- 54

ments. We conducted a user study in which participants interact 55

with virtual objects using the co-located virtual hand and per- 56

form several object manipulation and comparison tasks. More- 57

over, we study the effect of the proposed vibration feedback 58

on participants’ ability to perceive virtual objects’ masses and 59

compare them based on the heaviness. More specifically, we 60

look to assess these two hypotheses in our evaluations: 61
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• Grasping and manipulating virtual objects using a co-1

located physically-based hand model in virtual reality2

gives a sense of mass perception and allows some degree3

of mass discrimination between virtual objects.4

• The proposed vibration feedback can improve the sense of5

mass perception and enhance mass discrimination preci-6

sion during virtual interactions between a physically-based7

virtual hand and virtual objects.8

To examine the validity of the first hypothesis, participants9

perform virtual tasks involving interactions with objects with10

different mass values using the VR hand. However, evaluat-11

ing these results of the VR hand interactions is not enough to12

validate our first hypothesis. The virtual environment runs in a13

physics engine, and users might get other clues to detect the dif-14

ference in mass between objects that are not from the VR hand15

interactions only. These clues include: how the object interacts16

with each other, how they bounce when dropped on the vir-17

tual ground, and the speed at which they fall in the presence of18

air friction. To control the experiment for these additional cues,19

we ask participants to interact with each object individually and20

not push or touch an object using another. Additionally, we add21

a control interaction mode to our platform, called the spheri-22

cal cursor. In this mode, instead of a co-located hand, users23

only see a spherical cursor co-located with the center of their24

palms. If the spherical cursor is within an object and the user25

puts their hand in a grasp pose, that object follows the cursor26

around the virtual scene until the user opens their hand. During27

grasping using the spherical cursor, we move the object by ap-28

plying force to it in the cursor’s direction. However, this force29

is proportional to the object’s mass. As a result, objects with30

different mass follow the cursor at the same speed and acceler-31

ation. Therefore, comparing the quantitative and qualitative re-32

sults from user interactions using a physically-based hand ver-33

sus the spherical cursor as a baseline allows us to validate the34

first hypothesis.35

To test the second hypothesis, participants interact with vir-36

tual objects using the physically-based hand both with and with-37

out the vibration feedback, which allows us to compare the re-38

sults and analyze the effectiveness of the vibrotactile feedback39

in mass perception and discrimination.40

5.1. Setup41

In this subsection, we describe the study setup’s hardware42

and software components and the range of mass values we use43

for our virtual objects. We use the MMXC-HF VCA by Tactile44

Labs, a relatively compact tactile actuator (36mm × 9.5mm ×45

9.5mm), and the Tactile Labs QuadAmp multi-channel signal46

amplifier. A pair of thin wires attached the VCA to the signal47

amplifier placed on a nearby table. The cables from the actua-48

tor point outwards from the user’s finger, limiting the chance of49

cables touching the user’s hands during virtual interactions. Us-50

ing a 3d printed mount, we attach the voice coil actuator to the51

user’s index fingertip (Fig. 8). We use the PC-powered Oculus52

Rift as our VR interface, which allows for external PC-based53

graphical computation. For tracking the user’s hands, we attach54

Fig. 8: The voice coil actuator is strapped to the index fingertip of the user’s
dominant hand

a Leap Motion controller on the front side of the Oculus Rift 55

VR headset for hand tracking. 56

In our system, we use the Bullet physics simulation [38] as 57

our physics engine. One desirable feature of the Bullet library 58

is that it permits the virtual hand’s control by applying virtual 59

force and torque from an external source. This feature enables 60

us to implement the virtual coupling between our virtual hand 61

and the tracked hand. 62

To render the virtual scene to the VR headset and work 63

with the Bullet physics simulation, we use the Chai3D library. 64

Chai3D [39] is a platform-agnostic haptics, visualization, and 65

interactive real-time simulation library. Moreover, it supports 66

visualizing using the Oculus Rift headset and has built-in Bul- 67

let physics integration, making it ideal for immersive and phys- 68

ically realistic haptic experiences. 69

In our study, we use cubes as our virtual object’s shape since 70

they are easier to grasp. During our experiments, there may be 71

multiple virtual cubes in the scene with different mass ranges. 72

For setting the mass range in our experiments, we should con- 73

sider the physics engine that we use. The Bullet physics engine 74

recommends keeping the mass of objects around 1 kg and avoid 75

very large or small values [40]. Therefore, during our prelim- 76

inary experiments, we set the virtual coupling coefficients so 77

that users could pick up virtual cubes with masses up to 4 kg. 78

However, past that mass point, it becomes too difficult to pick 79

up the virtual cubes. Since we expect users to be able to interact 80

and pick up any virtual cube in the scene, we chose 2.5 kg as 81

our upper mass limit in our user studies for the heaviest objects 82

and 0.25kg as our lower mass limit for the lightest objects. 83

5.2. Safety Precautions 84

Due to the nature of the study, the use of custom hardware, 85

software, and multiple VR and haptic devices, we decided to 86

hold an in-person user study in which participants show up to 87

the research lab. However, this study was conducted through- 88

out the Fall of 2020 and Winter of 2021, which was during the 89

Covid-19 pandemic. We took several steps to ensure the safety 90

of the interviewer and the participants, including sanitizing sur- 91

faces and equipment in the study area, maintaining social dis- 92
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Fig. 9: Participants should only use their dominant hand (Left). Interaction
using both hands (Right) is prohibited. Also, experimenting with interactions
between objects, such as stacking them on top of each other, is forbidden.

Fig. 10: A participant interacting with a virtual object while wearing the VR
headset with the Leap Motion hand tracker, VCA and noise-canceling head-
phones.

tancing and wearing masks at all times, and providing dispos-1

able gloves and VR face masks to the participants.2

5.3. Participants3

Ten participants (5 female, 5 male) took part in this study. All4

participants were right-handed. Half of the participants were 185

to 25 years old, and the other half were in the age range of 26 to6

35. Three participants had never used VR headsets before; one7

participant used them few times per week and the rest at most8

a few times per year. Seven of them had interacted with virtual9

objects during their VR experiences, and three had used hap-10

tic devices in VR games and applications. This study was held11

at the University of Calgary’s main campus. All of the partic-12

ipants were either graduates or studying at faculties of science13

or engineering at the University of Calgary and were recruited14

through word of mouth. Nine participants had either a mas-15

ter’s or doctorate degree or were currently graduate students.16

This study was approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint17

Faculties Research Ethics Board (REB18-0708). Participants18

received 20$ compensation for taking part in this user study.19

Fig. 11: Two virtual cubes with random weights are placed in front of the par-
ticipant to compare. The co-located spherical cursor mode is active, and the
”Vibration Off” label indicates to the participant that they should not expect
any vibration from the voice-coil actuator.

5.4. Study 20

We begin the study by spending a few minutes (<8) familiar- 21

izing the participants with the VR headset, Leap Motion hand 22

tracker, and the virtual study environment. After placing the 23

haptic actuator on their dominant hand’s fingertip, they practice 24

how to pick up and move a virtual cube (1.25 kilograms) us- 25

ing the virtual co-located hand. We ask participants to always 26

use their index fingers in grasping since the haptic actuator is at- 27

tached to it. They are also encouraged to engage more fingers or 28

tighten their grip to increase the grasping strength and move the 29

training object around the scene both slowly and quickly. For 30

consistency, we ask the participants only to use their dominant 31

hand to interact with the virtual elements in the scene when the 32

tasks start (Fig. 9). During the virtual tasks, participants wear 33

active noise-canceling headphones while white noise is played 34

through them to block any audible signal from the haptic actu- 35

ator (Fig. 10). 36

In the first task, we present participants with six pairs of 37

cubes and ask them to interact, grasp, move the objects, and 38

think aloud about the experience. Furthermore, we ask them to 39

compare the two cubes based on their mass and say if they feel 40

they have the same mass or if one is slightly or considerably 41

(or to whatever degree they perceive it) heavier than the other. 42

Participants interact with virtual objects using the three inter- 43

action modes in the following order: spherical cursor, virtual 44

hand without the vibration feedback, and virtual hand with the 45

vibration feedback. As an example, Fig. 11 shows this task’s 46

setup while the interaction mode is set to the spherical cursor. 47

For each interaction mode, participants compare two pairs of 48

cubes. One pair has the largest mass difference given our mass 49

range (0.25 and 2.5 kg), and the other pair has a smaller mass 50

difference (0.25 and 0.5 kg). The system randomly decides if 51

the smaller or larger mass difference pair is first presented to 52

the user and randomly places the two cubes with similar ap- 53

pearances on the table for each set to avoid learning from the 54

previous rounds. 55

In the next part, we ask participants to sort virtual cubes 56

based on their mass. In sorting, a higher number of objects 57

to sort means the participant spends more time picking up and 58

moving objects around the scene, which results in a fuller user 59

experience in comparing weights. However, a higher number of 60

objects to sort increases the average time to complete the task, 61
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Fig. 12: Three virtual cubes with random weights are placed in front of the par-
ticipant to sort in ascending order from left to right. The ”Vibration On” label
indicates to the participant that they should expect vibration from the voice-coil
actuator when picking up objects.

limiting the number of sorting rounds users can perform during1

a study session. Our preliminary experiments concluded that2

three cubes could offer a reasonable balance between sorting3

time and user interaction with objects.4

We quantized our mass range (0.25kg to 2.5kg) into two5

weight sets of size three. Having more than one weight-set al-6

lows a more in-depth analysis of the interaction modes across7

our mass range. Weber’s law states that the difference in magni-8

tude needed to discriminate between a base stimulus and other9

stimuli increases proportionally to the intensity of the base stim-10

ulus [41]. We can easily differentiate a 0.5kg mass versus a 1kg11

mass, but it is harder to distinguish a 10kg mass from a 10.5kg12

even though both pairs have the same weight difference. There-13

fore we chose our mass values with equal ratios between them14

using a geometric series. That gives a light weight-set (0.25kg,15

0.44kg, 0.79kg) and a heavy weight-set (0.79kg, 1.4kg, 2.5kg).16

Participants sort random permutations of the light and the17

heavy weight-set, using the three different interaction modes18

(spherical cursor, virtual hand without vibration feedback, the19

virtual hand with vibration feedback). Therefore we have six20

modes of sorting. As an example, Fig. 12 shows this task’s21

setup while the interaction mode is set to the virtual hand with22

vibration feedback. In all sorting modes, three virtual cubes23

with similar appearances are placed on a virtual surface, and24

participants have to place them from left to right in ascend-25

ing order based on the perceived mass. Participants perform26

six rounds of sorting for each mode. During each round, sort-27

ing modes are ordered randomly to remove the learning effect28

between the modes. Before the sorting task begins, we ro-29

tate between the modes to familiarize the participant with the30

scene. Furthermore, we ask participants to grasp each object at31

least once before finalizing their decision. Also, we recommend32

keeping each sorting under a minute; however, this is not a hard33

limit.34

When the sorting task finishes, participants fill out a ques-35

tionnaire regarding their experience during the two virtual tasks.36

After participants fill out the questionnaire, we ask them to elab-37

orate on their answers during a semi-structured interview. Our38

post-session questionnaire is as follows: (each question is re-39

peated for each of the interaction modes)40

• While interacting with objects, I could perceive their41

mass. 1 to 5 (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree,42

Strongly Agree) 43

• I could feel one cube was heavier than the other. 1 to 44

5 (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly 45

Agree) 46

• How was your confidence level in sorting objects? 1 to 5 47

(Not confident at All, , , , Very Confident) 48

• How realistic were the interactions with objects? 1 to 5 49

(Very Unrealistic, Unrealistic, Neutral, Realistic, Very Re- 50

alistic) 51

• Would you recommend experiencing the “” in VR games 52

during interactions with virtual objects? 1 to 5 (Do Not 53

Recommend at All, , Neutral, , Highly Recommend) 54

An overview of the user study procedure and tasks is shown 55

in Fig 14. 56

5.5. Results 57

We show the sorting results of the six different sorting modes 58

in the form of confusion matrices (Fig. 13). The matrices’ di- 59

agonals show the number of times the objects were sorted cor- 60

rectly. Moreover, each row in a matrix shows how participants 61

sorted each weight. For example, the middle matrix in the bot- 62

tom row of matrices shows the sorting results for the heavy- 63

weight set using the virtual hand with no vibration feedback. 64

Furthermore, the bottom row of that matrix demonstrates that 65

33 times the heaviest weight in the set was placed correctly, 66

18 times it was chosen as the medium weight, and 9 times it 67

was ordered as the lightest weight in the set. Using the non- 68

parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, we analyze the statistical sig- 69

nificance of the difference between placement distributions of 70

light, medium, and heavy objects for each of the sorting modes. 71

For the spherical cursor (control mode), we observe statisti- 72

cally insignificant p-values of 0.463 for the heavy weight-set 73

and 0.800 for the light weight-set, showing that the user could 74

not discriminate between weights in this mode. For the virtual 75

hand with no vibration feedback, we see statistically insignifi- 76

cant results for the light weight-set (p-value 0.928). However, 77

for the heavy set, we see a significant effect of the virtual hand 78

on sorting (p-value <0.001). In the case of sorting using the vir- 79

tual hand with vibration feedback, we see a significant effect on 80

sorting both for the light (p-value <0.001) and heavy (p-value 81

<0.001) weight sets. 82

To check the validation of the first hypothesis, we see a sig- 83

nificant improvement for the heavy weight-set compared to the 84

control mode (spherical cursor). However, the same cannot be 85

said for the light weight-set. To check for the second hypoth- 86

esis, we see a statistically significant improvement in the light 87

weight-set with the vibration feedback compared to only using 88

the virtual hand. However, for the heavy set, we see significant 89

effects both from virtual hand with and without the vibration 90

feedback. Therefore, to check if the observed improvements in 91

the precision of sorting for the light, medium and heavy objects 92

are significant, we perform row by row comparison between 93

the two confusion matrices using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 94

Comparing the number of correct sorts for the heavy weight (54 95

correct sorts versus 33) gives a statistically significant p-value 96

of <0.001 (effect size 0.8449), for the medium weight (44 cor- 97

rect sorts versus 25) p-value is <0.001 (effect size 0.6705), and 98
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Fig. 14: The order and description of tasks in our user study.

Fig. 15: Users compare the sense of mass perception and discrimination be-
tween the three interaction modes in the post-session questionnaire. The bars
represent the mean answer, and the black lines show the standard deviation.

for the light weight (48 correct sorts versus 34) p-value is <0.01 1

(effect size 0.5138), which shows that for the heavy weight-set 2

the vibration feedback improvement is statistically significant 3

as well. 4

The results of the questionnaire in Fig. 15 show that par- 5

ticipants declared an improvement in mass perception and dis- 6

crimination when the vibration feedback was enabled compare 7

to only using the virtual hand. P6 (Participant #6) mentioned 8

“With the hand no vibration, it was harder to tell the differ- 9

ence in mass, but I think you could still, it was realistic enough 10

that it was engaging, but the vibration one I’m not if it’s like 11

a mental thing, it just helps a lot more with the differentiating 12

between the different masses and the movements”. We also see 13

neutral results for the spherical cursor. Generally, participants 14

mentioned they could not differentiate between the objects us- 15

ing the spherical cursor. P2 mentioned, “It was harder for me 16

to use the cursor to compare the weights, most of the time I 17

thought they were like identical”. For the virtual hand without 18

the vibration feedback, participants on average expressed neu- 19
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Fig. 16: Users compare the sorting confidence, sense of realism, and gaming ex-
perience between the three interaction modes in the post-session questionnaire.
The bars represent the mean answer, and the black lines show the standard de-
viation.

tral opinions regarding its ability to give them the sense of mass1

perception and discrimination. However, the results from the2

sorting task show they performed better than the control. Also,3

some participants mentioned different encounters that enabled4

them to differentiate between weights. P5 mentioned “I’m pick-5

ing it up, how long would it slide, ok hold it, I shake it around6

it slides faster ... if I hold it, it slips faster then it’s heavier”,7

and P6 said “(with the virtual hand) if I grab it loose the heavy8

one just drops as opposed to the light one stays in even if I’m9

shaking it”, and “looking at the movement, if I’m moving my10

hand it’s a bit slower it just feels heavier versus if it’s a quick it11

just feels lighter”12

Fig. 16 shows that participants expressed having more con-13

fidence in sorting when the vibration feedback was enabled.14

However, without the vibration feedback, they expressed neu-15

tral confidence. Furthermore, participants generally stated that16

the vibration feedback added to the interaction’s realism and17

that the virtual hand’s interactions were realistic. P4 said “For18

the vibration also, I felt like it helped me, felt like it’s more19

real, I’m touching things, not just I’m seeing that I’m touching20

things”. Furthermore, participants expressed interest in experi-21

encing the vibration effect in virtual reality games.22

Finally, we asked the participants how did interaction with23

virtual objects feel when they vibrated. P2 said: “if felt like24

it has resistancy to move, based on that I felt like it’s heavier,25

might be heavier” and P7 mentioned “When I picked a cube26

with vibration, I could feel that something is trying to, I don’t27

know, annoy me bother me, might be something like the gravity28

taking it back to the ground, it feels that I should put more en-29

ergy to pick it up” and further elaborated “the one that without30

vibration I just pick it with two fingers I played with that, but31

the one with vibration when I tried to pick it with two fingers,32

suddenly I tried to keep it with all my fingers because I thought33

that it might slides and drops.”34

Overall our findings indicate that the presence of the35

physically-based virtual hand both with and without the vibra- 36

tion effect gives a sense of weight discrimination and percep- 37

tion. However, the virtual hand without vibration feedback is 38

only effective for heavier objects closer to the hand strength 39

threshold. Furthermore, the virtual hand with the vibration ef- 40

fect improves the weight perception and discrimination sense 41

for both lighter and heavier objects without having a negative 42

effect on the realism of the experience. Therefore, our results 43

validate our hypotheses. 44

6. Conclusion 45

Virtual reality offers highly immersive simulated experiences 46

with a high sense of presence. However, objects in VR do not 47

have real masses; hence it is difficult to sense their weight. Hu- 48

mans rely on both visual and tactile feedback to sense the mass 49

of objects. In order to enable users to perceive the mass of vir- 50

tual objects in VR, researchers have proposed various methods 51

that provide visual or tactile feedback to the users. However, 52

rendering the mass of objects in virtual reality without limit- 53

ing hand movements and realistic interactions is a challeng- 54

ing task. In this paper, we propose using a physically-based 55

hand in VR to give a sense of mass perception and discrimi- 56

nation by enabling physically realistic hand-object interactions. 57

The physically-based hand uses virtual spring-dampers to con- 58

nect the corresponding parts between the user’s actual and vir- 59

tual hands. We improve the co-location between the actual and 60

the virtual hand by introducing an error summation term to the 61

palm’s virtual coupling and showing that it outperforms the nor- 62

mal spring-damper in most scenarios. However, when the hand 63

comes in and out of contact with virtual objects, our modified 64

coupling can underperform compared to the traditional spring- 65

damper. 66

To improve the mass rendering abilities of the physically- 67

based hand, We propose a complementary vibration effect pro- 68

portional to the object’s mass and acceleration, or the net force 69

acting on the object. When the user grasps a virtual object, the 70

vibration renders at the fingertip, and its frequency modulates 71

based on the object’s velocity. 72

To test our hypotheses, we conducted a user study and per- 73

formed qualitative and quantitative analyses. In our user study, 74

participants performed multiple rounds of object interaction and 75

comparison tasks using three different interaction modes: a 76

spherical cursor (control mode), the virtual hand with no vi- 77

bration, and the virtual hand with vibration. Our results indi- 78

cated that the physically-based virtual hand gives a sense of 79

mass perception and discrimination for heavier objects closer 80

to the upper limit of its grasping strength. Furthermore, the 81

vibration feedback dramatically enhances users’ mass percep- 82

tion and discrimination abilities for a broader mass range. Par- 83

ticipants also reported that with the addition of the vibration 84

feedback, they had more confidence in sorting objects and that 85

the interactions were more realistic compared to only using the 86

physically-based hand. 87
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7. Future works1

We propose several directions of future work for this paper.2

One potential future direction is to perform a more comprehen-3

sive analysis of the mass discrimination abilities of users when4

using the physically-based virtual hand and the vibration ef-5

fect for a broader mass range and different mass ratios between6

the objects. Furthermore, calculating the probability that a user7

notices a weight difference between two given objects with dif-8

ferent known mass values. Moreover, we are interested in an-9

alyzing the behavioral effects of the physically-based hand and10

vibration feedback, such as the mean acceleration and velocity11

of the users’ hand during interactions or the duration and num-12

ber of times users grasp objects of different mass values.13

Another potential future research is analyzing the mass ren-14

dering abilities of the physically-based hand and vibration feed-15

back during bi-manual interactions, such as working with large16

objects that need both hands to control or passing objects be-17

tween the hands. Using two physically-based hands could po-18

tentially provide additional mass feedback to the user. More-19

over, using two hands requires investigation of design decisions20

regarding the vibration rendering, such as if the intensity of vi-21

bration should split between the two hands or remain the same.22

In this paper, we only use a single vibration actuator to ren-23

der the mass of an object. One valuable research question is24

whether it is worth adding more actuators to other fingertips,25

phalanges, or the palm at the cost of increasing the complexity26

and limiting the finger and hand movements. However, such27

additions could potentially provide more feedback for dextrous28

actions such as continuously rotating an object in hand.29

Another direction of future work is examining the combina-30

tion of our vibration feedback for mass rendering with other31

tactile haptic feedback such as texture rendering. Since these32

effects are both based on rendering mechanical vibration, it is33

sensible to use the same actuator to render both. However, the34

question is how can we render the two effects so that the user35

does not misperceive one as the other.36

In this work, we study the mass rendering abilities of the si-37

nusoid vibration feedback while added to a physically-based38

virtual hand. Future investigations can combine the vibration39

feedback with other interaction techniques such as hand-held40

VR controllers or gesture-based approaches.41

Finally, investigating the effects of our mass rendering42

method on users’ efficiency, accuracy, and sense of presence43

in a particular use case such as virtual object assembly or VR44

training for a physical task would be valuable.45
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